Culture & Society | Spring Quarter

Thursdays, 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM
Parkes Hall | Room 222

3/28     Rocío Rosales - Hybrid
"The Ethnic Cage: Street Vending and Illegality in Los Angeles"

4/4      Evan Zhao - Hybrid
"Exposing the Self, Body, and Soul: The Public/Private Erotics of Online Confession"

4/11     Megan Whitaker - Hybrid
"Remembering the Haystack Prayer Meeting of 1806: Commemorative 'Moments in Time' at Williams College from 1806-2006"

4/18     Walker Brewer - Hybrid
"Politics for a Latter-Day: Reconceptualizing Religious Socialization through the LDS Seneca Ward Relief Society"

4/25     Notre Dame Sociology Department - Zoom
Interdepartmental Social Event

5/2      Valerie Gruest - Hybrid
"Instagram Usage Practices, Representation and Body Image: An Interview Study with Latinx Women in the United States"

5/9      Dima Younes - Hybrid
"Commoning for Hope: Care, Contention, and the Day-to-Day Opening of New Possibilities in Apocalyptic Lebanon"

5/16     Sharif El Shishtawy Hassan - Hybrid
"Ambivalent Texts: State Feminism and Official Religion in the UAE"

5/23     Brianne Dubois - Hybrid
“Short Contracts and Contracts Made Short: Examining Professional Stratification among French Contemporary Art Intermediaries”

Faculty Coordinator: Claudio Benzecry
Student Coordinator: Miguel Chavez & Ryan Fajardo